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1 The concrete case of finite automata

A simple algorithm for checking language equivalence of finite automata con-
sists in trying to compute a bisimulation that relates them. This is possible
because language equivalence can be characterised coinductively, as the largest
bisimulation.

More precisely, consider an automaton 〈S, t, o〉, where S is a (finite) set of
states, t : S → P(S)A is a non-deterministic transition function, and o : S → 2
is the characteristic function of the set of accepting states. Such an automation
gives rise to a determinised automaton 〈P(S), t], o]〉, where t] : P(S) → P(S)A

and o] : P(S) → 2 are the natural extensions of t and o to sets. A bisimulation
is a relation R between sets of states such that for all sets of states X,Y , X R Y
entails:

1. o](X) = o](Y ), and
2. for all letter a, t]a(X) R t]a(Y ).

The coinductive characterisation is the following one: two sets of states recognise
the same language if and only if they are related by some bisimulation.

Taking inspiration from concurrency theory [4,5], one can improve this proof
technique by weakening the second item in the definition of bisimulation: given
a function f on binary relations, a bisimulation up to f is a relation R between
states such that for all sets X,Y , X R Y entails:

1. o](X) = o](Y ), and
2. for all letter a, t]a(X) f(R) t]a(Y ).

For well-chosen functions f , bisimulations up to f are contained in a bisimula-
tion, so that the improvement is sound. So is the function mapping each relation
to its equivalence closure. In this particular case, one recover the standard al-
gorithm by Hopcroft and Karp [2]: two sets can be skipped whenever they can
already be related by a sequence of pairwise related states.

One can actually do more, by considering the function c mapping each rela-
tion to its congruence closure: the smallest equivalence relation which contains
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the argument, and which is compatible w.r.t. set union:

X c(R) X

Y c(R) X

X c(R) Y

X c(R) Y Y c(R) Z

X c(R) Z

X R Y

X c(R) Y

X1 c(R) Y1 X2 c(R) Y2

X1 ∪X2 c(R) Y1 ∪ Y2
.

This is how we obtained HKC [1], an algorithm that can be exponentially faster
than Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm or more recent antichain algorithms [7].

2 Generalisation to coalgebra

The above ideas generalise nicely, using the notion of λ-bialgebras [3].
Let T be a monad, F an endofunctor, and λ a distributive law TF ⇒ FT ,

a λ-bialgebra is a triple 〈X,α, β〉, where 〈X,α〉 is a F -coalgebra, 〈X,β〉 a T -
algebra, and α ◦ β = Fβ ◦ λX ◦ Tα. Given such a λ-bialgebra, FT -algebra
generalise non-deterministic automata: take X 7→ 2×XA for F , and X 7→ PfX
for T . Determinisation through the powerset construction can be generalised as
follows [6], when the functor F has a final coalgebra 〈Ω,ω〉:

X

α

��

η
// TX

α]
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! // Ω

ω

��

FTX
F ! // FΩ

Bisimulations up-to can be expressed in a natural way in such a framework.
One can in particular consider bisimulations up to congruence, where the con-
gruence is taken w.r.t. the monad T : the fact that λ is a distributive law ensures
that this improvement is always sound.
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